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1. The old model for using expertise

2. The new model for leveraging expertise

3. Obstacles, questions, and opportunities
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"I am more of a sponge 
than an inventor. I absorb 
ideas from every source. I 
take half-matured schemes 
[…] and make them 
practical. 

I am a sort of a middleman 
between the long-haired 
and impractical inventor 
and the hard-headed 
businessman […]. My 
principal business is giving 
commercial value to the 
brilliant but misdirected 
ideas of others.“

Thomas Edison
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 Academic research

 Applied research & 
development

 Crossing the chasm
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 Learn!

 Become an expert in a specific 
field

 Practice being that expert for a 
long time

Become indispensable!
 That’s the expert’s value!
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 Pass on some to apprentice/s

Remain indispensable!
 … right before retirement: pass 

on as much as possible to one or a 
few  person/s

 Hopefully, they stay around….

 Too little too late?!
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 Learn

 Pass it on NOW

 Systematize

 Leverage

 Shed the hand cuffs

 Think of new ideas

 Think across disciplines

 Implement new ideas

 Stay current

 Keep on adapting & pivoting
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 Share everything – are you crazy?

What about secret information?

Give away competitive edge?

Won’t I become obsolete
and irrelevant?
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 Much faster turn-over

 Expertise changes much 
faster

 Must train junior experts 
faster

 Example: Create 10-year 
architect in 3 years

 If not: Become obsolete and 
irrelevant!
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1. Map your expertise areas
2. Pick an area to start with
3. Extract the “Brilliance”
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1. Convert to a 
training system 

2. Store 
systematically

3. Gain ROI Now
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 Innovators and 
visionaries no longer 
tied up as long

Get to do more exciting 
and important things

Others can make it even 
better faster

Which problems can 
we solve so much 
faster?
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Old Model New Model

Share expertise Too little too late Quickly

Expertise is passed 
on how?

People-to-people People-to-system

Amount of leverage Relatively low High!
• Fast onboarding & training
• Delegation
• Scale-up
• Business transfer
• Bring expertise online
• Support of customers & prospects

Value Intangible expertise (in expert’s head) Tangible expertise = durable asset

Risk factors Trained people drop out None

Opportunity for 
more

Limited Yes!
• Think of new ideas
• Think across disciplines
• Implement new ideas
• Stay current
• Keep on adapting & pivoting 19
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 Contact:

 Dr. Stephie Althouse (“Dr. Stephie”)
 Founder of Top-Notch CEO
 Creator of the Brilliance Extraction System
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760-707-9977
DrStephie@TopNotchCEO.com

DrStephie.com

mailto:DrStephie@TopNotchCEO.com
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